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Introduction

As part of the Great Recession and its aftermath, the unprecedented monetary policy stances in advanced economies have provided leeway for upsurges in capital flows. Concurrently, variations in the risk appetite of investors and in global financial volatility have had a significant impact on the rate at which capital flows have entered and exited emerging market economies. Such flows have been a matter of concern for policy makers.

In effect, although capital flows provide ample benefits to the recipient countries, e.g., supplementary financing, improved Sharpe ratios, and a lower cost of capital, they also entail potential costs, e.g., sudden stops, abrupt currency depreciation, asset price bubbles, and potential risk mispricing. In this context, some policymakers have responded by intervening in their exchange rate markets, having different specific aims, along with implementing other policy measures.

The effects of interventions and their measurement are key policy issues. Yet, they have been a matter of debate. To assess their effects a plethora of methods has been proposed (see, e.g., Sarno and Taylor [2001]). Albeit data availability and innovative approaches in more recent years have generally allowed for a more thorough analysis, the debate has not been settled.

By and large, direct comparisons of interventions are difficult to make since interventions in different countries are seldom analyzed jointly. This is partially explained as interventions are implemented in different ways, both across time and countries. Thus, it seems worthy to assess interventions in various emerging countries under a common methodology. Naturally, doing so implies making some simplifying assumptions.

Against this backdrop, we assess the potential effects on the expected exchange rates in Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru due to interventions implemented by the authorities in these countries. With this end in view, we proceed as follows. First, we extract the risk-neutral densities from options data on the individual exchange rates for two horizons, one-day and one-week. Second, we estimate key statistics based on these densities, including some associated with the distributions’ tails. Third, using a linear regression model, we analyze how these statistics might have changed as a result of interventions in the corresponding spot exchange rate market.

We generally find little statistical evidence of an effect on the exchange rates risk-neutral densities given an intervention and, when we do, it tends to be short-lived or not economically significant. Nonetheless, it is essential to acknowledge the scope and limitations of our methodology and results. The implementation of an intervention and its effects depend on several factors, some of which we have not considered.

More generally, interventions aimed at affecting an exchange rate varying due to an adjustment in economic fundamentals will very likely be a futile effort with close to nil probability of success. The exchange rate will eventually move based on such adjustment. Nonetheless, there are cases in which interventions may have better chances of succeeding. One such case
is when non-fundamental phenomena, such as herd-like behavior, is responsible for large variations in the exchange rate. Perhaps the most important case would be when an economy with relatively shallow financial markets, including the foreign exchange one, suffers a large sized external shock. Under these conditions, the operability in the foreign exchange rate market can be compromised, which can lead to bad expectations equilibria with potentially large disruptions in economic activity. In such cases, we believe that interventions which objective is to maintain the functioning of financial markets through the proper provision of liquidity have better chances of succeeding.\(^1\) Clearly, the more reserves a central bank has to do this, the higher the probability of the intervention’s success. We further comment on the limitations and scope of our work in the final remarks of our paper.

The rest of the paper is divided into four sections. The second section provides a brief discussion on interventions, and includes a description of the main features of the interventions we consider. The third section describes our data and the methodology we use. The fourth presents and comments on our results. In addition, it includes a subsection where the dynamics of the risk-neutral exchange rate are examined after some selected episodes, such as the announcement of the Swap Line between the Federal Reserve Board and some Central Banks in the region. The last section offers some final remarks. An appendix provides supplementary material.

**Interventions**

Whether an intervention is sterilized or not is fundamental to its potential effects. On the one hand, if there is no sterilization then the effects of an intervention are similar to those of an open market operation. This is so since the monetary base changes in both cases. The key difference though is that in an unsterilized intervention a central bank only uses foreign assets, while in an open market operation it only uses domestic assets.

On the other hand, for sterilized interventions, the literature has considered mainly two potential channels through which an intervention might have an effect on the exchange rate. These are the portfolio balance and the expectations or signaling channel, which we explain in turn in more detail. It is worth mentioning that all of the interventions we consider in this paper are in principle sterilized. Thus, given an intervention, we would not expect to see an effect on

\(^1\)Actually, one could argue that evidence of their very success is the fact that in many instances the intervention mechanism, although in force, is not triggered. As an example, in Mexico since 1997, a rules-based intervention mechanism has been in place for long stretches, whereby the Central Bank auctions off dollars to banks if the exchange rate depreciates by more than 2% on any single day. The last time this mechanism was in force was from November 2011 through April 2013, and auctioned off dollars only on three occasions. In none of them was the full allotment reached. Evidently, although it is difficult to gauge in a precise way this type of mechanisms’ effectiveness, they have been able to successfully avoid the referred bad equilibria, specially early on, that is, before the foreign exchange market deepened considerably in Mexico. In fact, the Mexican peso moved from the 14th to the 8th place in the most traded currencies ranking, in 2010 and 2013, respectively, as documented in the BIS Triennial Central Bank surveys (BIS[2010] and BIS[2013]).
the short-term interest rate, a piece of data that is embedded in the risk-neutral distribution of an exchange rate.

In the portfolio balance channel, if an intervention takes place, e.g., when financial institutions buy dollars from the central bank, then in the sterilization process the central bank buys domestic bonds from the public. Thus, the relative supply of domestic to foreign bonds decreases. If domestic and foreign bonds are imperfect substitutes, then their relative price changes. Thus, leading -in our example- to an appreciation of the exchange rate. The converse effect takes place when financial institutions sell dollars to the central bank, since in the sterilization process the central bank sells domestic bonds to the public.

The expectations or signaling channel has an effect if market participants perceive an intervention as signaling the central bank’s intentions with regards to its future policy, e.g., its monetary stance (Mussa [1981]). In this channel, it is inconsequential if domestic and foreign bonds are substitutes or not. Thus, interventions are seen as a prelude to a policy change and, thus, albeit possibly indirectly, might affect the exchange rate.

A closely related issue is whether an intervention should be public, rules-based, and transparent, or private, discretionary, and opaque. We do not distinguish between these issues and consider an intervention as the same one irrespective of whether it is rules-based or discretionary.

Different countries have had diverse aims when intervening in their exchange rate market. Some typical aims have been, among others, to (implicitly or explicitly) target the nominal or the real exchange rate, to reduce the volatility, to provide liquidity, to procure orderly conditions, all in the exchange rate market, etc. We leave the countries’ stated aims aside and only make a distinction if the authority sells or buys dollars in the spot market. This same comment applies to those interventions which are used as controls in the regressions.

Our sample includes five emerging market economies, namely, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru. Central to our analysis are two common characteristics of these economies. First, they are small open economies. Thus, for each, its exchange rate is a fundamental price in its economy. Second, they all essentially have floating exchange rate regimes, which imply that, at least in most cases nominally, none of these countries targets its exchange rate.

The following country-specific descriptions refer to our database. Brazil is probably one of the most active countries in terms of intervening in the exchange rate market. We only consider those interventions directly implemented in the spot market (i.e., spot net interventions). In addition, Brazil intervenes in other related markets. Hence, in some of our model specifications

---

2 On the one hand, paraphrasing Kenen [1988], the rules of the exchange rate market need to be as transparent as possible to maintain credibility. Thus, in this case the authorities have an incentive to openly and clearly convey their rationale and intentions for the expectations channel to render more effective. On the other hand, Dominguez and Frankel [1993] consider cases in which the authorities might have the incentive to minimize the effects of an intervention and, thus, make it private and discretionary.

3 A paper related to ours is Broto [2012] in which by fitting a GARCH-type model the author analyzes the effect of interventions in the exchange rate market in Chile, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru. While she studies the effect on the actual exchange rates, we look at the expectations. Thus, any comparison is not direct.
we control for three interventions not implemented in the spot market (i.e., in the swaps, reverse swaps, and forwards markets).

Chile has had some activity intervening in the exchange rate market. We consider Chilean interventions involving the selling and buying of US dollars through auctions. The most recent Chilean intervention activity can be characterized by buying and selling periods. In addition, Chile implemented some interventions in the swap market, for which we control for, but has not done so recently.

Colombia has been relatively active when it comes to intervening in the exchange rate market in recent years. Their economic authorities have, for the most part, done so buying dollars in the spot market through auctions. Yet, Colombia has also implemented other types of interventions (specifically, those implemented with call and put options for volatility control, and call and put options for reserves management). One of our specifications has these latter interventions as controls.

For the Mexican case, we similarly consider interventions implemented in the spot market in recent years, except for the one case of a discrete intervention.4 It is worth mentioning that Mexico has for the most part intervened by selling US dollars through auctions. The one exception is an intervention aimed at increasing the rate of reserves accumulation, which involves the sale to banks of US dollar put options.5 Similarly, we have considered a specification in which we control for this type of interventions.

---

4 For the discrete intervention detailed data are not publicly available. It took place for seven days, namely, on September 10, 1998, and in a second period on February 4, 5, 6, 20, 23, and 27, 2009.

5 In the period considered there have been five types of intervention mechanisms implemented in the spot market: i) mechanism to reduce the international reserves’ accumulation rate (active from May 2003 to July 2008, but for our purposes it is relevant it was active as of January 2007 onwards); ii) extraordinary dollar auctions (active in October 2008); iii) auctions with a minimum price (active from October 2008 to April 2010, and from November 2011 to April 2013); iv) auctions with no minimum price (active from March 2009 to September 2009); and, v) auctions in which the resources from the swap line between the Bank of Mexico and the Federal Reserve Board were made available (active from April 2009 to February 2010). The resources from the swap line could be used for dollar credit auctions among credit institutions in Mexico. The first dollar credit auction took place on April 21, 2009, with the final aim of providing finance to those private sector participants who faced pressure to obtain dollar-denominated resources in the short term. In addition, the mechanism to accumulate international reserves through the sale of US dollar put options was active from February 2010 to November 2011. As mentioned in the main text, there is an extension of our model that controls for this type of interventions.

For their part, on October 29, 2008, the Federal Reserve and the Central Bank of Brazil agreed on a swap facility that expired on 30 April 2009. This facility was used to improve the Bank’s ability to provide US dollar liquidity to bank funding markets (source: www.bcb.gov.br).

Two other Central Banks from Emerging Market Economies that participated in similar facilities were the Central Banks’ of Korea and Singapore. Specifically, the Bank of Korea entered into a US dollar swap arrangement with the Federal Reserve on October 30, 2008, to “strengthen the backstop blocking the risk of the global financial market turmoil spreading into the domestic economy.” The arrangement with the Federal Reserve was later extended to October 30, 2009. On the other hand, on October 30, 2008, the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) established a reciprocal swap line with the Federal Reserve. The swap facilities allowed the Federal Reserve to “provide US dollar liquidity to financial institutions through central banks [...] to help to improve liquidity conditions in global financial markets and to mitigate the spread of difficulties in obtaining US dollar funding.” Later on, the Federal Reserve and the MAS extended their swap lines to October 30, 2009 (sources: www.bok.or.kr and www.mas.gov.sg).
Peru has intervened in the exchange rate market by typically selling and buying dollars in the spot market. Nonetheless, it has also intervened in other closely related markets. Again, we control for other types of interventions different from those implemented in the spot market (i.e., swaps and repo-type transactions).

All in all, we are considering broadly similar interventions. This is with the view of making comparisons as direct as possible. In addition, in emerging market economies the most common market in which interventions take place is the spot market, with Brazil being an exception.

Data and Methodology

Data

Our database can be divided into five: the interventions, the options, the interest rates, the exchange rates, and what we refer as the rest of the data. We describe them in turn. First, much of the details about the interventions have been already described above.

Second, for the countries in our database we obtain the daily options data on the respective exchange rates. We consider two horizons for the options data, one-day and one-week. This allows for examining the effects of the interventions for two horizons. Although the options data are available for longer ones, we thought it was unlikely that there would be an effect on longer horizons. This is in line with what we later found in our estimations. As will be seen, in the estimated models below the effects in general fade away swiftly. We describe the options data in more detail in Appendix A.

Third, we use daily data on the one-month risk-free rate of each country, and the one-month risk-free rate in the US. Since one of our aims is to compare the effects across countries, we choose comparable rates across them. We found that comparable risk-free rates associated to shorter horizons are not available for some countries in our sample. Yet, since interest rates with small differences in maturity (i.e., close to a month) have high and significant correlations, we believe that the rates we use are representative of shorter term rates. The US risk-free rate is needed for pricing the options since they have the US dollar as their underlying asset.

Fourth, the exchange rates are in terms of the local currencies per US dollar.

We face some restrictions on the data, as we explain next. First, in some cases we were unable to gain access to all the data we needed, forcing us to drop some countries out of the sample. Second, although it is desirable to consider the complete periods for each country where interventions take place, the linear regressions we estimate have a common component that requires the time series for the same periods and for all the countries in the sample. Thus, we could have also used target rates that are more generally available. Yet, these rates commonly do not measure the markets’ daily frequency information, but rather are associated to lower frequency economic phenomena.
for instance, Peru’s data on options does not start until August, 2008. Thus, for a first period from January 1, 2007 to July 31, 2008 we only consider Brazil, Chile, Colombia, and Mexico. For a second period, starting August 1, 2008, we consider the full country sample.

Thus, bearing the above in mind, the specific period we use for our estimation goes from January 1, 2007 to November 11, 2013. In addition to those mentioned above, our sample has other advantages. For instance, it has episodes of capital inflows and, on the other hand, of capital outflows. Indeed, it has episodes of heightened uncertainty and others of relative lull (more generally, so-called risk-on, risk-off episodes). It includes the pre-crisis, crisis, and post-crisis periods, which provide a rich sample of interventions.

We have the following comments, regarding the rest of the data we use, namely, the volume of dollars traded in the spot market, the GDP’s, and the international reserves. First, we use the volume of dollars traded in the spot market since, precisely, we have focused on interventions in the spot market. In addition, we want to have a common unit of standardization and using the spot market volume seems as a reasonable benchmark. Second, the measures used for the volume of dollars traded in the spot market changes due to data availability. While for Brazil, Colombia, and Peru we use the volume traded in the interbank spot market, for Chile and Mexico we use a broader measure, namely, the volume traded in the spot market among all financial institutions, not only the banks. Of course, these are all proxies to the volume of US dollars traded in their respective spot markets. The working assumption is that they are each reliable measures of the respective spot market’s size. Third, we consider the nominal GDP in US dollars for each country. Third, the international reserves’ reporting frequency varies across countries. More generally, different data frequency is an issue for some time series. For instance, some international reserves have a monthly frequency, while essentially all of our time series have daily frequencies. Thus, our convention is that, for example, the value of an international reserve that is only reported once a month is kept constant throughout the referred month.

**Methodology**

First, we estimate the risk-neutral densities of the exchange rates of each country in our sample. The intuition is that by considering the prices of several options on the same underlying asset and the same horizon, one is able to extract the implied risk-neutral density. Next, we provide a general explanation, albeit we describe this procedure in more detail in Appendix A.

We collect the implied volatilities on several derivatives on an exchange rate all sharing the same expiration horizon. Next, we obtain the implied volatilities as a function of the strike prices. Then we use a spline interpolation to obtain a denser set of strike prices, each one being associated to a level of implied volatility. In turn, we find the prices of various calls and puts based on strike prices and their implied volatilities. Finally, we make use of the formulas due to Breeden and Litzenberger [1978] to extract the risk-neutral density as a function of the calls’ and
puts' second partial derivative with respect to the underlying asset. Based on these densities, the mean, volatility, skewness, kurtosis, risk premium, and right and left tail parameters, are estimated for each period and horizon.

Second, we estimate the following three specifications, exploring the interventions’ effects through slightly different approaches. For instance, while the first two specifications see an intervention as an event, and thus use a dummy, the third uses the intervention quantity standardized by the volume of dollars traded in the spot market. As another difference, note the last two specifications do control for interventions other than those implemented in the spot market and for the level of international reserves (standardized). Thus, we have for our benchmark specification:

\[
s_{t,c,i} = \beta_{0,c,i} + \beta_{1,c,i}D_{t-1,c} + \beta_{2,c,i}CF_{t-1,c,i} + \sum_{k=1}^{n_{c,i}} \beta_{k+2,c,i} s_{t-k,c,i} + \varepsilon_{t,c,i}
\]  

and for the other two specifications, we control for the interventions not implemented in the exchange rate spot market and the size of international reserves:

\[
s_{t,c,i} = \beta_{0,c,i} + \beta_{1,c,i}D_{t-1,c} + \beta_{2,c,i}CF_{t-1,c,i} + \sum_{k=1}^{n_{c,i}} \beta_{k+2,c,i} s_{t-k,c,i} + \gamma_{1,c,i} CD_{t-1} + \gamma_{2,c,i} CSR_{g,t,c} + \varepsilon_{t,c,i}
\]  

\[
s_{t,c,i} = \beta_{0,c,i} + \beta_{1,c,i} SQ_{t-1,c} + \beta_{2,c,i} CF_{t-1,c,i} + \sum_{k=1}^{n_{c,i}} \beta_{k+2,c,i} s_{t-k,c,i} + \gamma_{1,c,i} CSQ_{t-1} + \gamma_{2,c,i} CSR_{v,t,c} + \varepsilon_{t,c,i}
\]  

where \( t \) is the time period (day), \( c \) is the country (\( c = \text{Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, or Peru} \)), and \( i \) is the type of statistic based on the risk-neutral density. The term \( s_{t,c,i} \) stands for statistic \( i \) (where \( i = \text{mean, volatility, skewness, kurtosis, risk premium, right, or left tail parameters} \) of the risk-neutral distribution on day \( t \), and for the exchange rate of country \( c \). While obtaining any of the first four statistics is direct from a density function, we explain how we do so for the risk premium, and the right and left tails parameters further below.

\( D_{t-1,c} \) is the intervention dummy variable, which equals one if there is an intervention that involves buying dollars on day \( t-1 \) in country \( c \), minus one if the intervention involves the sale of dollars, and it is zero in any other case. We use this definition for specifications (1) and (2) and thus see an intervention as an event. In contrast, in specification (3), we instead consider the quantity of dollars involved in each intervention divided by the volume of dollars traded in the spot market, denoted by \( SQ_{t-1,c} \) (i.e., (S)standardized (Q)quantity). Similarly, if such quantity is positive, it involves buying dollars, if it is negative, it involves selling dollars, and zero otherwise.\(^7\) Thus, we think of the intervention’s size in terms of the spot market’s size.

\(^7\)By buying we specifically mean that the central banking obtains the dollars and, conversely, by selling we
We use intervention variables associated with period \( t - 1 \) to mitigate potential simultaneity in our regressions. In this context, simultaneity might be an issue as the variable \( D_{t,c} \) might depend on \( s_{t,c,i} \). Thus, the information used to decide whether to intervene (in \( t - 1 \)) takes place before the exchange rate option data is fixed (in \( t \)), in the discretionary case. Similarly, the information the triggering rule depends on (in \( t - 1 \)) takes place before the exchange rate option data is decided (in \( t \)), in the rules-based case.

\( CF_{t,-c,i} \) is a common factor or component. Following Abarca, Ramírez, and Rangel [2012], we construct this factor as the average of the percentage changes in \( s_{t,c,i} \) for all the countries in the sample except for \( c \), hence the notation \(-c\). Specifically, we have that:

\[
CF_{t,-c,i} = \frac{\%\Delta s_{t,1,i} + \ldots + \%\Delta s_{t,c-1,i} + \%\Delta s_{t,c+1,i} + \ldots + \%\Delta s_{t,C,i}}{(C - 1)}
\]

where \( \%\Delta x \) denotes the percentage change of \( x \), and \( C \) is the number of countries in the sample. Thus, this factor aims to control for the common macroeconomic and financial effects that affect the exchange rates jointly.

The lagged terms account for the possible presence of autocorrelation in the error term. Since the data frequency is daily, the presence of autocorrelation in the error term is likely. We choose the lag based on the BIC criteria in specification (1). In particular, we estimate the models with sequential lags and choose the first lag that minimizes the BIC statistic.\(^8\) Note that the number of lags depend on the country, denoted by \( c \), and the statistic, denoted by \( i \), at hand. Hence, we denote the number of lags as \( n_{c,i} \), which reflects that fact that it depends on the country and the statistic. To be able to compare across specifications, we set the same number of lag terms in (2) and (3) as in (1).

The terms \( CD_{c,t-1} \), \( CSQ_{c,t-1} \), and \( CSR_{c,t-1} \) denote a set of variables used as controls. Thus, we have considered three type of controls. In the first and second cases, we control for a number of interventions that take place in markets different from the spot one. Thus, the terms \( CD_{c,t-1} \) and \( CSQ_{c,t-1} \) stand for vectors. Each entry refers to a different intervention in country \( c \). Note, however, that the first entry in \( CD_{1} \) is not generally the same type of intervention as the first entry of \( CD_{2} \), and so forth. The interpretation of their signs is maintained, nonetheless. For these interventions we either use a dummy, denoted by \( CD_{c,t-1} \) (i.e., (C)ontrol (D)ummy) or the intervention quantity standardized by the volume of dollars traded in the spot market, denoted by \( CSQ_{c,t-1} \) (i.e., (C)ontrol (S)tandardized (Q)uantity). In the third case, the other control is the level of international reserves standardized. Thus, for specification (2) we posit the international reserves as a proportion of the GDP, denoted \( CSR_{g,c,t-1} \), hence the subscript \( g \) for gdp. For specification (3) we set it as a proportion of the volume of dollars traded in the respective spot market, denoted \( CSR_{v,c,t-1} \), hence the subscript \( v \), for volume.

\(^{8}\)This means that such lag might be a local minimum with respecto to the BIC criteria.
Finally, $\varepsilon_{t,c,i}$ is the error term associated to time period $t$, country $c$, and statistic $i$.

Next, we explain how we construct the risk premium, and the right and left tail parameters. We incorporate them in the linear model as we do with the other statistics.

A common way of defining an (expected) risk premium is to consider the percentage change of the (objective or real) probability density’s mean against the risk-neutral density’s mean (over the latter). Yet, as known, it is problematic to accurately estimate the (objective or real) probability density of the exchange rate or its mean for that matter. Thus, we approximate the expected risk premium using the *realized* value of the exchange rate, as follows:

$$\text{Risk Premium}_{t,T} = \frac{E_t(S_T) - E^*_t(S_T)}{E^*_t(S_T)} \approx \frac{S_T - E^*_t(S_T)}{E^*_t(S_T)}$$

where * denotes that the expectation is taken with respect to the risk-neutral probability, $S_T$ is the value of the exchange rate at time $T$, and $E_t(S_T)$ is the expected value of the exchange rate at time $T$ taken with respect to the (objective or real) probability at time $t$, where it is assumed that $t < T$.

The dynamics of the distributions’ tails are also of keen interest to our analysis. To estimate them we follow Figlewski [2008]. He proposes incorporating the generalized extreme value distribution (GEVD) to the estimated risk-neutral distribution (RND) at both ends to account for events in the tails. The main rationale behind the use of the GEVD is the Fisher-Tipper Theorem, akin to the Central Limit Theorem but for the tails of the distribution. The Fisher-Tipper Theorem states that under some regularity conditions the maximum in a sample of independently drawn random variables from an unknown distribution will converge to the GEVD.

The idea is to adjoin the GEVD to the extremes of the RND keeping the combined functions as a *bona fide* probability distribution. The GEVD is determined by the following three parameters: $\xi$, $\sigma$, and $\mu$.

$$F_{\text{GEVD}}(z) = \exp(-(1 + z\xi)^{-1/\xi})$$

where $z = (x - \mu)/\sigma$. Thus, the parameter $\mu$ determines the location and $\sigma$ the scale. The parameter $\xi$ defines whether the distribution is Fréchet ($\xi > 0$), Gumbel ($\xi = 0$) or Weibull ($\xi < 0$). If the referred parameter is negative, the distribution is bounded from above and as it becomes (negatively) larger, the tail is relatively slimmer. If it is zero, it behaves similarly to a normal distribution’s tail. Finally, as it becomes (positively) larger, the tail becomes relatively fatter. In short, a larger $\xi$ assigns a greater probability to extreme events. We thus focus on

---

(This differs from the one used by Abarca, Ramírez, and Rangel [2012]. It is also worth mentioning that we do not assume that the exchange rate is a random walk, as they do. Using such assumption is problematic since a variation due to an intervention is in principle permanent.)
the dynamics of $\xi$.

The values $\alpha_{0R}$ and $\alpha_{1R}$ are parameters that serve as anchors to the adjoining process. Although there is some flexibility in their selection, we set $\alpha_{0R} = 0.92$ and $\alpha_{1R} = 0.95$, as in Figlewski [op. cit.]. As a next step, $K(\alpha_{0R})$ and $K(\alpha_{1R})$ are defined as $F_{RND}(K(\alpha_{0R})) = \alpha_{0R}$ and $F_{RND}(K(\alpha_{1R})) = \alpha_{1R}$, where $F_{RND}$ is the risk-neutral probability function. Then Figlewski [op. cit.] proposes the following three conditions to determine $\xi$, $\sigma$, and $\mu$.

$$
F_{GEVD}(S(\alpha_{0R})) = \alpha_{0R} \\
F_{GEVD}(S(\alpha_{0L})) = f_{RND}(S(\alpha_{0L})) \\
F_{GEVD}(S(\alpha_{1R})) = f_{RND}(S(\alpha_{1R}))
$$

We numerically minimize the sum of the quadratic differences of these three equations to estimate $\xi_{t,R}$, $\sigma_{t,R}$, and $\mu_{t,R}$, now annotated with a $t$, the time period, and an $R$, for right tail.

The parameters for the left tail are estimated in a similar way. The distribution of the GEVD follows from the distribution of the maximum value of independently drawn variables, as briefly explained above. On the left tail, one is concerned about the distribution of the minimum value of independently drawn variables. Thus, to obtain the GEVD for the left tail one then has to introduce a change of variable to the ordinary GEVD. \(^{10}\)

The values $\alpha_{0L}$ and $\alpha_{1L}$ are set $\alpha_{0L} = 0.05$ and $\alpha_{1L} = 0.02$, again as in Figlewski [op. cit.]. As a next step, $K(\alpha_{0L})$ and $K(\alpha_{1L})$ are similarly defined as $F_{RND}(K(\alpha_{0L})) = \alpha_{0L}$ and $F_{RND}(K(\alpha_{1L})) = \alpha_{1L}$. Then he proposes the following three conditions to determine $\xi_{t,L}$, $\sigma_{t,L}$, and $\mu_{t,L}$. \(^{11}\)

$$
F_{GEVD-L}(S(\alpha_{0L})) = \alpha_{0L} \\
F_{GEVD-L}(S(\alpha_{0L})) = f_{RND}(S(\alpha_{0L})) \\
F_{GEVD-L}(S(\alpha_{1L})) = f_{RND}(S(\alpha_{1L}))
$$

Similarly, we numerically minimize the sum of the quadratic differences of these three equations to estimate $\xi_{t,L}$, $\sigma_{t,L}$, and $\mu_{t,L}$.

Next, we estimate our linear model with the time series of $\xi_{t,L}$, measuring the possible effects an intervention might have on the exchange rate distribution’s left tail, and with the time series $\xi_{t,R}$, similarly, measuring the possible effects an intervention might have on the exchange rate distribution’s right tail. Note that our notation makes a distinction on whether the parameter is from the right or the left tail. We also use the acronyms LTP and RTP to refer, respectively, to $\xi_{t,L}$ and $\xi_{t,R}$.

Before moving on to our main results we consider some interpretations on the statistics and, on the other hand, the statistics’ averages and standard deviations for the countries in our sample (Exhibit 1). On the interpretation of the statistics, we consider the following comments relevant.

\(^{10}\)Note that the maximum of a set of variables equals minus the minimum of the referred variables multiplied by minus one.

\(^{11}\)The interested reader can refer to Figlewski [op. cit.] for further details.
We generally consider, ceteris paribus, an increase in the statistic at hand. First, one should interpret a change in the mean with some care. Under the risk-neutral density, the expected growth of the exchange rate is the interest rate minus the US interest rate.\textsuperscript{12} Thus, in general, a change in the mean does not imply a change in the expected depreciation or appreciation. This is so since the expected exchange rate under the risk-neutral density is $S(t)(1 + r - r^*)$. Of course, this would be the correct interpretation if one believes there has been a change in the objective mean, since in such case the expected exchange rate is $S(t)(1 + \mu)$. Second, an increase in volatility implies an increment in the probability of a movement in either direction, i.e., a depreciation or an appreciation. As it is commonly interpreted, the volatility measures the risk in the exchange rate variations. Third, an increase in skewness augments the probability of an abrupt depreciation. On the other hand, a decrease in the skewness increases the probability of an abrupt appreciation. Yet one should also consider the following. An increase in skewness also implies that, in tandem, the probability mass of the distribution tends to move towards the left of the mean, thus assigning greater probability to small appreciations. A similar result holds when the skewness decreases, it increases the probability of a small depreciation. A skewness of zero implies symmetrical probabilities of a depreciation or an appreciation. Fourth, an increase in kurtosis implies an increase in the probability of an abrupt movement in either direction. In effect, the kurtosis measures the tails’ fatness. In tandem, an increase in kurtosis involves an increase in the density’s peakedness, increasing the probability of a mild movement in either direction. Fifth, an increase in the LTP $(\xi_{t,L})$ implies an increase in the probability of an extreme appreciation, and not much can be said about the rest of the density based on changes in the LTP. On the other hand, an increase in the RTP $(\xi_{t,R})$ implies an increase in the probability of an extreme depreciation, but similarly not much can be said about the rest of the density based on changes in the RTP.

On the averages and standard deviations of the statistics for the countries in our sample there are a few comments in order. First, as the horizon increases, the volatility increases, as one would expect to observe. Second, for all five countries skewness are positive and increase with the horizon. This implies that the exchange rates’ distributions have a right tail that is somewhat fatter, indicating proportionally a greater probability of a depreciation. Third, with respect to the kurtosis, all values are around three and have a similar level as the horizon increases. Fourth, as for the average risk premium, all of the estimates are close to zero. Given the horizons considered, this is as expected. The largest absolute values are associated with Brazil, regardless of the horizon.\textsuperscript{13} Fifth, regarding the right and left tails’ parameters, their magnitudes are similar between countries and horizons. Their standard deviations point to important variability in all cases.\textsuperscript{14}

\textsuperscript{12}This result is similar to the uncovered interest parity.

\textsuperscript{13}Note that a negative risk premium entails an appreciation of the local currency or a higher local short-term rate compared to the one in the US.

\textsuperscript{14}These statistics are useful to get a grasp of the data’s magnitudes. More specifically, the standard deviations
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the economic fundamentals of a country are conceivably relevant to the effects an intervention might have. Yet, we are not considering them in our exercises and leave this important issue for future research.

Results

As explained, we posit and estimate three specifications of our linear model (i.e., equations 1, 2 and 3). The selected estimates are respectively in Exhibits 2, 3 and 4. Each one takes a somewhat different approach. In what follows we provide several comments regarding the significance, both statistically and economically, of the coefficients associated to the interventions in the spot markets. For space reasons we do not include all the estimates and statistics for all the regressions. Rather, we focus on the coefficients associated to the interventions in the spot market, and refer to each as a case. Thus, note we have 210 cases (i.e., five countries, seven statistics, two horizons, and three specifications).

First, with respect to the mean, almost all cases have coefficients that are not statistically significant. There are, however, four cases that are statistically significant but which are not economically significant. Thus, interventions, on average do not seem to be affecting the first moment of the risk-neutral distribution. Based on what was previously discussed, these results are expected. The mean of these distributions are determined by the interest rates differentials (local minus US). In addition, considering that these interventions are sterilized, no change in the interest rate would be expected.

Second, none of the coefficients associated to the volatility are statistically significant.

Third, as for the skewness, in general, specifications do not have statistically significant coefficients. There are, nonetheless, four exceptions. Three are not economically significant and only the case of Mexico, for the one-day horizon, (specification (3)) is somewhat economically significant. If dollars are sold in the intervention, its skewness increases, raising the probability of an large depreciation and the probability of a slight appreciation. Note, however, it is for the one-day horizon and, thus, a short-lived effect.

The case of kurtosis differs somewhat from the dynamics of the three first moments. We have eight cases with a statistically significant coefficient, from which only three have somewhat provide a yardstick to assess the economic significance of the expected exchange rates’ variations due to the interventions. These will be quite useful when we comment on the estimates of the linear models.

To assess the economic significance of the coefficients we use the following conventions. First, when we consider a coefficient associated with a dummy, we take a look at the ratio $\frac{\beta_{1,c,i}}{\text{std}(s_{c,i})}$. Second, when we consider a coefficient related to an intervention quantity (standardized), we analyze the following ratio: $\beta_{1,c,i} \max \{ E(SQ_{c}|SQ_{c} > 0), E(SQ_{c}|SQ_{c} < 0) \} / \text{std}(s_{c,i})$. In general, taking the normal distribution as a benchmark, if the ratio is below 0.10 then we interpret it as not being economically significant. In effect, 92% of the changes in the referred statistic are greater (in absolute value) than $\beta_{1,c,i}$. If the ratio is greater than 0.10 but lower than 0.25 we interpret it as somewhat economically significant. In effect, 80% of the variations in the statistic at hand are greater (in absolute value) than $\beta_{1,c,i}$. If it is above 0.25, then we take it to be economically significant.
economically significant coefficients. Peru stands for having the greatest impact, in terms of the standard deviation of its kurtosis. In this case, a sale of dollars implies an increase in the kurtosis, and thus a higher probability of an large depreciation or appreciation.

The risk premium has a different behavior. We have fifteen cases with a statistically significant coefficient. Out of this set, eight are somewhat economically significant and only one economically significant. This last case is Peru (specification (3)) with a one-week horizon. In effect, the variation of the risk premium after an intervention stands for more than a quarter of its standard deviation. If the authorities sell dollars they reduce the risk premium. Conversely, if they purchase dollars they augment the risk premium.

On the other hand, the cases of the left tail and right tail parameters are different from the results above. Regarding the LTP, we have eleven cases with statistically significant coefficients. Three are not economically significant, one is only somewhat, and the rest are all economically significant. There is no uniform effect regarding the direction that an intervention has in the LTP. For example, while a sale of dollars leads to an increase in the LTP for Mexico, it implies a decrease in the LTP for Peru (for specification (1) and the one-day horizon). Also, except for three cases, all of the economically significant coefficients are for the one-day horizon, and thus short-lived effects. These exceptions are related to the case of Peru. Based on specification (3), if the authorities in Peru sell dollars, the probability of an abrupt appreciation increases. From the economic point of view, this is reasonable, as more dollars makes the Sol relatively less abundant.

Finally, the right tail parameter presents a similar behavior to the left one. There are nine cases having a statistically significant coefficient, six are somewhat economically significant and three are economically significant. Similarly, of those that are economically significant only two are for a one-week horizon. These are associated to Peru (Specifications 1 and 2), and to Mexico in specification 3. In both cases, if the authorities sell dollars the probability of an abrupt depreciation is reduced. This makes economic sense to the extent that more dollars in the exchange rate market imply that the local currency is -in relative terms- less abundant and thus more valuable. Note as well that this keeps some consistency with the results found for the LTP.

Several further comments are in place. First, it seems that those parameters, i.e., the LTP and RTP, trying to measure the probability of extreme changes in the exchange rates are the most affected by interventions. These effects are plausibly unintended consequences of the interventions. Moreover, it is important to bear in mind that these are the most challenging to measure. The risk premium and the kurtosis also tend to be moderately affected, while the rest of the statistics in general stay put. Second, comparing our three specifications, we have that specification (3) tends pick up the effects of these interventions. Third, Peru seems to be the country which has the most notable effects in terms of the statistics we have considered. This result is consistent with the fact that Peru has by a long shot the biggest interventions in terms
of its spot market’s size.

**Selected episodes**

In this subsection, we consider some episodes that are germane to our analysis. These are, first, those associated to the Dollar Swap Line between the Fed and the Central Bank of Brazil, and on a separate basis, the Fed and the Bank of Mexico and, second, to the Flexible Credit Line (FCL) setup between the IMF and Colombia, and on a separate basis, between the IMF and Mexico.\(^{16}\) In some cases, such as Mexico’s, the Dollar Swap Line did lead to an intervention. Yet, the sole fact of gaining access to such amount of resource might as well be considered an intervention itself. On the other hand, the FCL can be considered as a contingent reserve.

Against this backdrop, we think it is worth exploring the behavior of the respective exchange rates’ probability density functions on the days associated to these episodes. As an additional remark, note that it is particularly challenging to measure the effects on the exchange rate given that they all are unique episodes.\(^{17}\)

We specifically consider the day before the relevant event (identified by T-1) and the day of the event (identified by T). We focus on the one-week horizon PDF as we believe it should best capture any possible effect. Needless to say, our analysis is based on the visual inspection of the PDF’s, and their changes can be due to other, and perhaps, unrelated events. The specific events, dates, and the countries we consider are as follows.


3. The Bank of Mexico announces that the mechanism to allocate part of the resources of the Fed’s Swap Line would be activated, April 3, 2009.

\(^{16}\)The Flexible Credit Line (FCL) is a credit line provided by the International Monetary Fund (IMF). One of its distinctive features is that countries qualify for a FCL ex-ante. It is designed to meet the demand for crisis-prevention and crisis-mitigation lending for countries with very strong policy frameworks and track records in economic performance. This tool was created as part of the process of reforming how the IMF lends money to countries that find themselves in a cash crunch, with the idea of tailoring its lending instruments to the diverse needs and circumstances of member countries. Hitherto, Colombia, Mexico, and Poland have obtained a FCL. While none of these countries have so far drawn down on these lines, their FCLs have provided them valuable insurance and helped boost market confidence during the period of heightened risks (Source: IMF). The exercises presented in this section provide evidence favorable to the latter.

\(^{17}\)In effect, for example, one can see a common intervention as an event that takes place several times. Thus, one is able to measure the average effect through a regression model, as we have done so. Nonetheless, unique episodes by their own nature take place one or perhaps a couple of times. In addition, there is no natural counterfactual to the day a unique episode took place.
4. The Bank of Mexico summons an auction to allocate part of the resources of the Fed’s Swap Line on April 21, 2009.

5. The IMF announces the Flexible Credit Line (FCL) for Mexico on November 30, 2012.

6. The IMF announces the Flexible Credit Line (FCL) for Colombia on June 24, 2013.

In the plots, each of these days is identified by T. Thus, accordingly, day T-1 is the working day immediately prior to T. So, for example, for the Fed’s announcement, we have that October 29, 2008 is day T, and October 28, 2008 is day T-1 (provided that October 28, 2008 was a working day).

For event 1, the Fed’s announcement of the Dollar Swap Line between this institution and the Central Bank of Brazil, we have that the corresponding PDF’s mode shifts perceptively towards the left, i.e., an appreciation, volatility diminishes marginally, its skewness perhaps increases slightly, and its kurtosis increases. These mainly imply a slight increase in the probability of a significant depreciation or appreciation. Yet, again, these changes do not seem to be particularly prominent (Exhibit 5, graph on the left). For event 2, the Fed’s announcement of the Dollar Swap Line between this institution and the Bank of Mexico, we observe in the corresponding PDF’s, a similar effect to the one we have just described (Exhibit 5, graph on the right). Also, we think that these changes are not particularly protuberant. All in all, it seems that the announcement of the Dollar Swap Lines did not affect the PDF of the exchange rates of Brazil and Mexico, respectively. This could have been simply because the markets had previously priced in the referred events.

For event 3, The Bank of Mexico announces that the mechanism to allocate part of the resources of the Fed’s Swap Line would be activated, there are more notable changes. The PDF’s mean moves to the left, perhaps reflecting an appreciation. It seems that its variance decreases and its kurtosis increases. For event 4, the Bank of Mexico summons an auction to allocate part of the resources of the Fed’s Swap Line, there are some similar changes to those seen in event 3. Of course, event 4 can be seen as a development to event 3 (events 3 and 4’s PDF’s are depicted in Exhibit 6). The PDF’s mean shifts leftwards, and its kurtosis increases somewhat. In addition, note the drastic difference between the PDF’s variance for the Mexican peso-US dollar exchange rate on the day event 2 took place vs. the variance it had on the days of the other events related to Mexico. This could reflect conditions of stress in the exchange rate market at the time.

For events 5 and 6, whereby the IMF announces the Flexible Credit Line (FCL) for Colombia, and on a different date for Mexico, a possible effect is less direct (Exhibit 7). We see modests decreases in their kurtosis taking place in both cases. Nonetheless, their means seem to stand still. Note, however, that our analysis assumes that the implementation’s announcement of the mechanism at hand comes as a complete surprise in period T. Admittedly, this is not generally
the case as the information that an economy is being considered for such a facility is generally known. Thus, agents can assess the possibilities that an economy will obtain such resources ahead of period T. Accordingly, it is difficult to exactly determine the exact time the exchange rate market prices in such information. We believe this is the case with the FCLs.

All in all, it stands that the events associated to the Swap Line between the Fed and the Bank of Mexico brought about the most significant changes in the respective risk-neutral density function, particularly so in the days associated to the intervention. This is in line with the sheer size of the associated resources.

**Final Remarks**

It is essential to put our results in perspective. Although these are interesting in their own right, it is important to acknowledge that we have left out of the analysis several factors that could have a role determining the effects of an intervention. For instance, the overall macroeconomic situation of the country at hand may very likely play an important role too.

More broadly, we would like to make several remarks. First and foremost, if there is a shift in an economic fundamental causing a movement in the real exchange rate, then an intervention under such setting will have a low probability of success. The exchange rate will eventually end up being determined by the corresponding economic fundamentals. Indeed, it is unlikely that an intervention will do well if it attempts to go against economic fundamentals, even more so if the intervention is not part of other policy measures. We believe that these results are well-known.

Second, in the few cases in which we do find an effect, some appear to be unintended. Arguably, it is unlikely that a central bank would have as an objective of selling dollars some of the effects we observe, e.g., increasing the probability of an abrupt depreciation. One possible explanation is that the authority -with an informational advantage- if that were the case, could try to intervene and have a head start to attenuate or compensate an external shock. In this type of situations, although plausible, the intervention will probably not be successful and as a consequence, at the end of the day, the referred shock would be what ends up affecting the exchange rate. However, it could also be the case that without the intervention the depreciation could have been worse. However, in trying to prove or disprove this, as usual, it is difficult to obtain counterfactuals.

Third, nonetheless, intervening might be certainly warranted under certain cases. One such case is when the central bank acts as a “market maker,” e.g., to facilitate an exchange rate transition between two equilibria in an orderly fashion. Another such case might be justified given the sheer size of some external shocks, both when these lead to large capital inflows (e.g., in tight relative monetary policy stances episodes) or large outflows (e.g., in flight to safety episodes), considering the relative size of exchange rates markets in some emerging economies. In this case, intervening should aim to provide liquidity, assuring the operability of the exchange
rate market. This, in effect, might avoid bad equilibria that could otherwise prove to be very costly for the economy.

What is more, there are perhaps cases in which interventions might have aims we have not considered and may not even be explicitly stated by the authorities. One such possibility could entail political economy considerations, for example, not standing idle under the presence of large external shocks. Although the analysis of these aims is beyond the scope of this paper, we believe they should not be left unexplored.
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Appendices

A. Extracting the Risk-Neutral Densities

In this appendix we explain in some detail our procedure to extract the risk-neutral densities from the options data. To set the stage, first consider the following classic problem in option pricing. Namely, the determination of the value of an option having as an underlying a given financial asset. To fix ideas, suppose that this option gives its holder today, i.e., \( t \), the option but not the obligation to buy the referred financial asset at the expiration period, \( T \), at a fix price, \( K \), the strike price. Such option goes by the name of European Call. Its price in \( T \) is given by

\[
C(S(T), T) = \max\{S(T) - K, 0\}.
\]

Thus, the price of the option in \( T \) will trivially depend on the financial asset price in \( t \).

Yet, the problem at hand is to determine the price of the option in the present period, \( C(S(t), t) \), considering that the price of the underlying asset at expiration is yet unknown. The Fundamental Theorem of Asset Pricing states that under the absence of arbitrage, there exists a probability density such that:

\[
C(S(t), t) = E^*_t(\exp(-r(T - t))\max\{S(T) - K, 0\}).
\]

This probability density is the risk-neutral density, also known as the Equivalent Martingale Measure. The * denotes that the expectation has been taken with respect to the risk-neutral density, which is different from the objective or real probability density. One of the insightful and powerful aspects of this theorem is that the risk-neutral density prices any option. This is relevant to understand why the extraction of a risk-neutral density is feasible, each option on the same underlying asset and expiration date carries a piece of information regarding their common risk-neutral distribution.

Thus, one would like to estimate the risk-neutral density of a financial asset based on a set of options which have as an underlying this same asset. It turns out that this is possible. Breeden and Litzenberger (1978) derived some general formulas (shown below) to do this. These formulas relate the prices of put and call options to the risk-neutral density of the underlying asset. An intuitive way to understand one of the formulas is to consider a discrete state-space and then obtain the differences of the differences of the adjacent call options prices and realize that these are the prices of the state-contingent assets, which are proportional to the risk-neutral probabilities. The case for the other formula is similar but involves put options prices.\footnote{The state-contingent assets are also known as Arrow-Debreu assets.}

In what follows we explain how we obtained the prices of the put and call options from the options data in order to apply the formulas by Breeden and Litzenberger (1978). Thus, next, we briefly explain what is meant by implied volatility in the context of options. Recall that the theoretical price of an option is a function of several parameters,

\[
C(t, T, S(t), \sigma, r, K),
\]
the current period $t$, the maturity period $T$, the current price of the underlying $S(t)$, the volatility of the underlying asset return’s distribution, $\sigma$, the risk-free interest rate, $r$, the strike price $K$, among possibly others. All of the parameters are observable except for the volatility, $\sigma$.

The implied volatility is such that the option’s theoretical price equals its market price having plugged in all the other parameters (i.e., $t, T, S(t), r, K$) except for the volatility ($\sigma$) into the formula. In short, if $P$ is the market price of the option in question, the implied volatility is $\sigma_{\text{implied}}$ such that the following equality holds:

$$P = C(t, T, S(t), \sigma_{\text{implied}}, r, K)$$

Similarly, some options’ characteristics such as the delta ($\delta$), the partial derivative of the value of the option with respect to the underlying asset, are a function of a set of parameters, including the volatility.

It is customary for exchange rates options data to be provided in terms of the implied volatilities of specific positions. Thus, let $V_{\text{position}, x}$ denote the implicit volatility of the position associated to a delta value of $x$. For example, $V_{\text{Call}, 0.10}$ is the implied volatility of a call with a delta of 0.10, while $V_{\text{Put}, -0.10}$ corresponds to the implied volatility of a put option with a delta of -0.10. Furthermore, the data is provided in terms of portfolio positions of different options (see, e.g., Reiswich and Wystup (2010)). So for example, a Risk Reversal (RR) refers to a portfolio of a long position in a call and a short position in a put, i.e., RR = Call - Put. Thus, the piece of data is provided as the difference between the call’s implied volatility and the put’s implied volatility, e.g., $V_{RR, 0.10} = V_{\text{Call}, 0.10} - V_{\text{Put}, -0.10}$.

Thus, we use daily data on the implied volatilities of 10 and 25 risk reversals, 10 and 25 butterflies (BF), and at the money (ATM) options. For example, the 10 risk reversal implied volatility is the difference between the 10 delta call and the 10 delta put implied volatilities.

$$V_{RR, 0.10} = V_{\text{Call}, 0.10} - V_{\text{Put}, -0.10}$$

In this case, the underlying asset is the US dollar. The 10 butterfly is defined as:

$$V_{BF, 0.10} = (V_{\text{Call}, 0.10} + V_{\text{Put}, -0.10})/2 - V_{ATM}$$

Likewise for the 25 risk reversals, 25 butterfly, and ATM options we have: $V_{RR, 0.25} = V_{\text{Call}, 0.25} - V_{\text{Put}, -0.25}$ and $V_{BF, 0.25} = (V_{\text{Call}, 0.25} + V_{\text{Put}, -0.25})/2 - V_{ATM}$. The convention is that $V_{ATM}$ is associated with the strike price, $K$, for which $\delta_{\text{Call}} = -\delta_{\text{Put}}$.

This set of equations implies, in terms of implied volatilities, that:
\[ V_{Put,25} = V_{BF,25} + V_{ATM} - \frac{1}{2} V_{RR,25} \]
\[ V_{Put,10} = V_{BF,10} + V_{ATM} - \frac{1}{2} V_{RR,10} \]
\[ V_{Call,10} = V_{BF,10} + V_{ATM} - \frac{1}{2} V_{RR,10} \]
\[ V_{Call,25} = V_{BF,25} + V_{ATM} - \frac{1}{2} V_{RR,25} \]

This provides us with five (delta, implied volatility) data points for each day.\(^{19}\) We reckon that the number of data points per day is limited. Yet, to the best of our knowledge other databases which have more data points per day are not available for options with a one-day horizon.

Next, we describe our method in more detail. To fix ideas, we consider a one-week horizon. Thus, for every period \( t \), we proceed with the following steps.

1. From the data in terms of the 10 and 25 risk reversals, the 10 and 25 butterflies, and the at the money option, we calculate the implied volatilities associated to the 10 call and put, the 25 call and put, and at the money call, as a function of the associated deltas, i.e., data points in the (deltas, implied volatilities) space.

2. Then, we estimate the implied volatilities as a function of the strike prices, i.e., data points in the (strike prices, implied volatilities) space. Note that if the current exchange rate, the interest rates (local and US), the implied volatility and the maturity are known, there is a one-to-one correspondence between deltas and strikes prices.

3. We obtain a denser set of strike prices using spline interpolation on the options and strike prices. Each interval is constructed considering the historical behavior of the exchange rates to completely include the historical densities’ supports.

4. Using Breeden and Litzenberger [1978] formulas, we then obtain the probability density function of the underlying asset, in this case the exchange rates:\(^{20}\)

\[ f(K) = \exp(rT) \frac{\partial^2 C}{\partial K^2} = \exp(rT) \frac{\partial^2 P}{\partial K^2} \]

where \( C \) and \( P \) are the value of the call and the put, respectively. As in Figlewski [op. cit.], their discrete counterparts are used to approximate the partial derivatives.

\[ f(K) \approx \exp(rT) \frac{C_{n+1} - 2C_n + C_{n-1}}{(dK)^2} \approx \exp(rT) \frac{P_{n+1} - 2P_n + P_{n-1}}{(dK)^2} \]

where \( n = K_1, \ldots, K_N \).

---

\(^{19}\)For the few days on which there is no piece of data available, the nearest previous one is used.

\(^{20}\)See Figlewski [op. cit.] for a formal derivation.
5. Finally, from the risk-neutral density function, \( f(K) \), we estimate various statistics, the mean, the volatility, the skewness, the kurtosis, the risk premium, and the parameters describing the right and left tails.

Several comments are in place. The formulas proposed by Breeden and Litzenberger [op. cit.] are quite general. In particular, they do not assume the same volatility for different strike prices, thus, the so-called volatility surface as observed in the data is accounted for. This is essential to our results, as strictly assuming the Black and Scholes framework would remove much flexibility from our analysis.

This approach has the clear advantage of being based on market information and not merely on survey expectations. Although there is a reputational aspect to surveys, market information is based on prices that agents use to take buying and selling decisions. Of course, it hinges on having an adequate pricing model and data. Centrally, using market-based expectations allows for having daily frequency and short horizons data, which is considered a key aspect in the analysis of interventions.

Derivatives are commonly priced based on their associated so-called risk-neutral density, the use of which greatly simplifies many asset pricing problems.\(^{21}\) Yet, interpreting the risk-neutral probabilities should be made cautiously. For example, an increase in the risk-neutral probability must be either due to an increase in the (real or objective) probability of the underlying asset having a set of values or to an increase in the marginal utility of the representative agent in the states of nature associated to the referred set of values.\(^{22}\)

Extracting the risk-neutral distribution from options prices to see how it is affected by economic events is a remarkable application of asset pricing. The approach we use provides much flexibility in terms of the amount of information one can extract from market data. For example, Figlewski and Birru [2010] study how the risk-neutral distribution of the S&P 500 index changed through the fall of 2008, period in which the recent global financial crisis erupted in full force. In particular, they analyze some parameters describing the distributions’ tails. In the same vein, Abarca, Benavides, and Rangel [2012] analyze how the risk-neutral distribution of the peso/dollar exchange rate might vary with monetary policy announcements in Mexico, while Abarca, Ramírez, and Rangel [2012] analyze how the implementation of capital controls and banking regulations might affect the risk-neutral distribution of the exchange rate in a

\(^{21}\) Its name can be considered a misnomer, as no agent is risk-neutral in the option pricing model. The pricing equation under the risk-neutral probability looks as if it was derived from a risk-neutral agent.

\(^{22}\) In a mathematical finance setup, one commonly assumes that the real probability distribution and the risk-neutral distribution are absolutely continuous measures with respect to each other. Then, as a result of the Girsanov Theorem, these densities differ only in their means. Thus, under the referred assumption, we are able to take the risk-neutral distributions’ moments as *bona fide* moments, except for the first one. Moreover, in a macroeconomics setup, given the short horizons the stochastic discount factor might be taken approximately as constant. Thus, in this sense, a risk-neutral distribution can be taken as a close approximation to the objective distribution.
group of emerging market economies.\textsuperscript{23}

Gnabo and Teiletche [2008] and Roger and Siklos [2001] analyze the expected exchange rate using methods similar to the ones we have used in this paper. The former paper studies how announcements impact the US dollar/Japanese Yen exchange rate’s risk-neutral density. The latter paper considers the interventions of the Bank of Canada and the Reserve Bank of Australia in their respective exchange rate markets. Here, volatility is measured using the implied volatility, and uncertainty is approximated with the kurtosis obtained from the risk-neutral probability density.

Ours is similar to the paper by Miyajima and Montoro’s [2013], since both analyze the effects of interventions on exchange rate expectations. Yet ours differs in some key aspects. First, while we consider market-based expectations, they consider survey-based expectations. Second, we have access to daily data and short-term horizons options. In contrast, surveys typically entail data with lower frequencies, e.g., biweekly, monthly, and longer horizons. Third, in a survey there is typically the issue of when exactly a piece of data was collected from each forecaster, which is not necessarily the same date as when the survey was published. Our data do not have this problem. It has been a matter of debate whether professional forecasters or market based predictions perform better (see, e.g., Ang, Bekaert and Wei [2006]).

B. Variants to our model

We believe there are at least two additional variants to our model that might be relevant. First, one always worries about possible non-stationarity in the time series involved, in particular for the mean. To entertain such possibility, one could also estimate a similar model but using the differences of the means, an adjust the other statistics accordingly, such as the common factor.

\[
\Delta s_{t,c,i} = \beta_{0,c,i} + \beta_{1,c,i}D_{t-1,c} + \beta_{2,c,i}CF_{t,c,i} + \sum_{k=1}^{n_{c,i}} \beta_{k+2,c,i}s_{t-k,c,i}\Delta s_{t-j,c,i} + \varepsilon_{t,c,i}
\]

It can be argued that higher order moments have less of a chance of presenting non-stationarity.

Second, we have used what can be considered common statistics, except perhaps for the parameters associated to the distribution’s tails. We think it is worth considering taking a look to a more general measure of the PDF’s such as its entropy. Likewise, the use of some benchmark to impose a preference order on the PDF’s might be useful as well.

\textsuperscript{23}Bayouni and Saborowski [2012] have recently underscored the importance of analyzing interventions and capital controls jointly to adequately measure the effectiveness of interventions. Thus, a natural step in our study would be to consider how interventions and capital controls together (and perhaps with other macroprudential policies) might have affected the expected distribution of exchange rates. This is where our paper and that of Abarca, Ramírez, and Rangel [2012] intersect. We leave this important topic for future research.
C. Further Data Details

As mentioned in the main text, our database can be divided into five: the interventions, the options, the interest rates, the exchange rates, and the rest of the data. Here we describe our data sources in more detail.

The interventions data are essentially based on information obtained from the Central Banks’ websites. For Brazil we use the spot net interventions time series. Brazil reports its swap operations in their Open Market Press Releases. To construct these series we have followed the Notes column to determine if an entry refers to a dollar sale or a purchase. On the other hand, Gabriela Fernandes (2013) generously provided us with her database on Brazilian interventions. It is worth mentioning it has some discrepancies with ours. Thus, as a robustness check, we reestimate all our models for the Brazilian case but using her database. In sum, although the point estimates do not coincide, these results tell the same story as with our database.

All of the options data, i.e., the implicit volatilities as described in detail in appendix A, the interest rates, i.e., the all one-month generic government rates, and the exchange rates are all from Bloomberg.

The other data term refers to the GDPs, the international reserves, and the volume of US dollars traded in the spot market. The GDPs are all taken from Haver Analytics (in US dollars, quarterly frequency). The international reserves’ data are taken from the Central Banks’ websites. Their frequencies vary, so e.g., Peru presents a daily frequency, while Mexico presents a weekly one. The volumes of dollars traded in their respective spot markets are also taken from the Central Banks’ website. As mentioned, they differ in their exact construction. Brazil, Colombia and Peru’s data account for the volume of dollars in the interbank spot market. Chile and Mexico’s data account for the volume in the spot market among financial institutions. Naturally, these are proxies to the size of their respective spot markets.

The mean and volatility are in local currency per USD. The risk premium is in percentage for the respective horizon, i.e., one-day or one-week. Standard deviations are in brackets.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizon</td>
<td>One day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>-0.00106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000872)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatility</td>
<td>-0.000205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000146)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>-0.000762</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000646)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>0.000137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00301)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Premium</td>
<td>-0.00143***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000475)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Tail P.</td>
<td>0.00302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0108)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Tail P.</td>
<td>0.00496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00103)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Exhibit 2.** The estimated coefficient ($\beta_{1,c,i}$) associated to the interventions in the spot market for each country and each horizon for specification 1: $s_{t,c,i} = \beta_{0,c,i} + \beta_{1,c,i}D_{t-1,c} + \beta_{2,c,i}CF_{t-c,i} + \sum_{k=1}^{n_{c,i}} \beta_{k+2,c,i}s_{t-k,c,i} + \epsilon_{t,c,i}$. Robust Standard Errors in Parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brazil One day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>-0.00102 (0.000871)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatility</td>
<td>-0.000235 (0.000152)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>-0.000989 (0.000608)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>0.00149 (0.00282)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Premium</td>
<td>-0.00129*** (0.000474)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Tail P.</td>
<td>0.00127 (0.0110)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Tail P.</td>
<td>0.00353 (0.0106)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Exhibit 3.** The estimated coefficient ($\beta_{1,c,i}$) associated to the interventions in the spot market for each country and each horizon for specification 2: $s_{t,c,i} = \beta_{0,c,i} + \beta_{1,c,i}D_{t-1,c} + \beta_{2,c,i}CF_{t,-c,i} + \sum_{k=1}^{n_{c,i}} \beta_{k+2,c,i} s_{t-k,c,i} + \gamma_{1,c,i} CD_{t-1} + \gamma_{2,c,i} CSR_{g,t,c} + \varepsilon_{t,c,i}$. Robust Standard Errors in Parentheses: *** $p<0.01$, ** $p<0.05$, * $p<0.1$
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Horizon</strong></td>
<td><strong>Brazil</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.00272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00247)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatility</td>
<td>-0.000471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000431)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness</td>
<td>-0.000112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00182)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurtosis</td>
<td>-0.00805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00710)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Premium</td>
<td>-0.00191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00172)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left Tail P.</td>
<td>0.0113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0375)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Tail P.</td>
<td>0.0492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0336)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Exhibit 4.** The estimated coefficient ($\beta_{t,c,i}$) associated to the interventions in the spot market for each country and each horizon for specification 3: $s_{t,c,i} = \beta_{0,c,i} + \beta_{1,c,i} SQ_{t-1,c} + \beta_{2,c,i} CF_{t-c,i} + \gamma_{1,c,i} CSQ_{t-1} + \gamma_{2,c,i} CSR_{i,t,c} + \varepsilon_{t,c,i}$. Robust Standard Errors in Parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1